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Abstract: In this paper, a novel license plate recognition approach for community monitor using hausdorff
distance is proposed. This method reduces the problem of rotation and translation transformation between
the license plate and model rely on finding the minimizing the hausdorff distance between two point sets.
The algorithm utilizes color and edge characters, meanwhile, combines some conventional image prepro-
cessing methods to get several regions of interest, and the least trimmed square hausdorff dis-tance is com-
puted to select the validity license plate and recognize the detail characters according to a well-organized
digital models and the match threshold is defined in ad-vance. The result of algorithm shows some tolerant
of small location errors occurring in region of interest that has good performance and efficiency.
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1. Introduction

It is an important safeguard measure for communi-
ty security to implement intelligent video monitoring
[1], as well as automated license recognition is the key
content to intelligent video monitoring geared to com-
munity. License plate is the unique identification for
each car, so vehicle monitor and identification mean
actually utilizing image processing, pattern recogni-
tion and etc. to realize plate segmentation and char-
acter recognition. And it also has a wide range of ap-
plications, such as criminal pursuit, community man-
agement, vehicle status checking, automatic toll col-
lection, traffic flow magnitude control and etc. A com-
plete LPR (License Plate Recognition) system gen-
erally consists of the following major steps [2], [3]:
image collecting and pre-processing, license plate de-
tection (to roughly find the regions of interest (ROI)

from the input images); license plate segmentation (to
separate symbols/characters from each other); char-
acter recognition (to identify symbols/characters from
image by predefined recognition models). In this pa-
per, we propose a specific LPR system which is geared
to community on the basis of an improved Hausdorff
distance. The present paper is organized as follows:
Firstly, description of the overall system is discussed
in section 2, Secondly, the image preprocessing and
LP location are introduced in section 3. The improved
hasudorff distance and symbols/characters recognition
strategy are proposed in section 4. Experimental re-
sults are presented in section 5, Finally, the conclusion
in section 6.
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Figure 2 LPR alogrithm overview

2. System Structure and Workflow

Fig.1 shows the main monitor system architecture
that has been geared to community. There are four in-
tegral parts: control center, image acquisition, trans-
mission system and display screen. In the image ac-
quisition, we use CCD Cameras and image grabbing
card to get information, the video signal will be trans-
mitted to monitor screen directly via video switch, and
the video information will be stored in image pro-
cessing server. The control center decides when or
what information should be written in storage medi-
um, as well as whether to switch monitory point or to
start warning system if necessary. If there occurs non-
normal case which fits the warning rules predefined,
the server will start the LPR algorithm to implement
the monitor, the main functions is shown in Fig2.

Figure 1 Monitor system structure

To prepare for characters recognition, we need to set
the models in advance. According to the standard for
vehicle plate in china, each license plate number con-
sists of 7 digits, of which the first symbol is a Chinese
character, and the rests are letters or digits. Generally,

there are about 60 Chinese characters, 26 capital let-
ters and 10 digits. The number of symbols is limited,
so the database of models can be permutated without
difficulty. The size of model is 26x14, the background
is white and its gray value is 255, and the character
edge is black with the gray value equaling 0. Thus,
we build the reference matching database which has
100 models approximately, and it will be loaded with
the system started.

3. Image Preprocessing and Location

3.1 Image preprocessing
The result of image preprocessing has very impor-

tant influence on license plate location. We use three
main steps including binary image, image enhance-
ment and denoising to complete the image preprocess-
ing with the purpose of reducing the undesired signal
and enhancing the useful information about license
plate. Firstly, the colored image is transformed into
gray, and then gets the binary image as the following
formula (1):

f (x,y) = 0.3R(x,y)+0.59G(x,y)+0.11B(x,y) (1)

On this basis, we use formula (2), (3), [4] to ob-
tain the binary image. The enhancing technology is
to make up for the deficiency lacking in contrast and
details of image at the same time.

pi =
α
β
( fi − f ′)+ f ′ (2)

f ′ =
1

NxNy

Nx

∑
x=0

Ny

∑
y=0

f (x,y) (3)

Here, α and β mean enhancing factor which are rel-
atively prime positive integers and can be regulated
dynamically, pi represents the i th gray value of con-
verted image, f ′ is the mean gray value and f (x,y) is a
certain point gray value of original image respectively.

3.2 License plate location
According to traffic laws in china, the license plate

has three mainly features[4], [5], [6]: 1) Color: the
color of plate includes blue colored base with white
colored characters, black base with white character-
s, yellow base with black characters and white base
with black colored characters. To improve the validi-
ty of ROI, we could utilize the color information fully
to locate the plate. For instance, most civilian vehicle
uses the combination of blue with white, which occu-
pies more than 75% in community. On this occasion,
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the LP ROI should include white-blue color, and the
distance between white points and blue points should
be within in certain range[7], [8].

Thus, we define each point has Cr ,Cg ,Cb color vari-
able. If Cb > f1 Cr,g & Cb > T1,then this is a blue
point; if Cr,g,b < f2 (Cr+Cg+Cb) & Cr+Cg+Cb > T2,,
then this is a white point. Here, f1, f2,T1,T2 are ini-
tial parameters and can be set on the basis of prac-
tical situation. 2) Structure: conventional plate has
the size of 440mm width by 140mm height, and is al-
ways located in lower of vehicle, meanwhile the as-
pect ratio and character spacing are constant (each
character has 45mm width, 90mm height,34mm char-
acter spacing between the second and the third charac-
ter,12mm character spacing inter others ). 3) Texture:
the chromatic transformation at horizontal direction
occurs regularly with wave crests and wave troughs
alternately. According to the above-mentioned three
rules, the system can locate the license plate form the
several ROIs quickly and efficiently. For instance, in-
fluenced by the cars decorations, there will be several
LP ROIs as shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3 an example of ROIs

After determination of ROIs, the license plate loca-
tion becomes easier. A slide window [9], [10], [11]
is shown in Fig.4, whose width and height sizes are
bigger than those of the LP size. In this window, if
the number of characters is equal to or lager than 7, it
may be a good potential, otherwise, we should slide
this window or discard the select ROI.

The instance of LP histogram and located plate are
show in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

Figure 4 the slide window

Figure 5 Example of LP histogram

4. Segmentation and Matching

4.1 Character segmentation
We should process characters segmentation [12] af-

ter getting the plate region to recognition. Wiping off
some interference factors including elimination plate
frame and rivets influence are very important, because
the accuracy of character segmentation plays a very
important role in the character recognition. Trans-
verse projection and longitudinal projection are used
in this paper. The result is shown in Fig.7.

After this preparation work, character segmentation
can be done. Generally, vertical projection, template
matching and connected domain segmentation are three
common methods, and as vertical projection performs
quickly and efficiently [5], [13], so we use this method
to complete the segmentation. The brief process is
listed below Fig.8.

Firstly, when we get the LP with denoising, the mean
and the minimum value of vertical projection can be

Figure 6 License plate
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Figure 7 Elimination plate frame

computed, and then height and width of character is
also obtained. In this process, height and width of
character can be dynamically adjusted, which makes
the projection more flexible. According to the charac-
ter pitch, the segmentation can be done. The symbols
using the vertical projection of gray value is shown in
Fig.9. Furthermore, In order to improve the rate of i-
dentification and reduce the calculated complexity, we
can thin each character before matching as show in
Fig.10.

Figure 8 Segmentation process

Figure 9 Segmenation

After character segmentation and thinning, we can
get seven separated white colored with black colored
base images, and in order to extract the feature of im-
age, we do some normalization for the pictures such
as to use uniform size for each separated characters
like what Fig.11 shows.

4.2 Matching based on improved hausdorff dis-
tance

In the past decades, several strategies have been pro-
posed successfully in image matching. These strate-
gies include Hidden Markov chain, neural network,
Wavelet analysis and fuzzy mathematics [14], but these
strategies mentioned above are mainly developed for
specific application and are apt to research in labo-
ratory. The most commonly used method for recogni-
tion is certainly based on the model matching which is
one of the representative algorithms of image identi-
fication. Model matching computes distance between
models and some feature vectors extracted from im-
age that wants to detect. The minimum distance rep-

Figure 10 Thinning the characters

Figure 11 Separated characters

resents the compare result. Simple algorithm and reli-
able performance are the features of this method. The
hausdorff distance computation differs from many oth-
er shape comparison methods; it is reliable even when
the image contains multiple objects, noise, spurious
features, and compares a portion of a model against
an image [15], [16].

The Hausdorff distance [17], [18], [19] was a shape
comparison metric based on binary images. It rep-
resents the difference of two point sets. For exam-
ple, there are two finite point sets A={a1, · · · ,am} and
model B={b1, · · · ,bn} that the hausdorff distance of A
and B is defined as:

H(A,B) = max[h(A,B),h(B,A)] (4)

Where

h(A,B) = maxa∈Aminb∈B∥a−b∥ (5)

And ∥∥ is the Euclidean norm on the points of A and
B. h(A,B) is called the directed Hausdorff distance
from A to B.If h(A,B) = d, it means the distance be-
tween each point in set A and B is no more than d.
conversely,

h(B,A) = maxb∈Bmina∈A∥b−a∥ (6)

(6) is called the directed Hausdorff distance from B to
A. HD matching is a method of feature points match-
ing that does not re-quire to build point-to-point cor-
respondence , but only needs to compute the similar-
ity of two points, so it has good performance to deal
with images having multi feature points or transfor-
mation. Huttenlocher et al. pro-posed the partial HD
[18] measure in comparing partial portions of images
containing severe occlusions or degradation. The di-
rected distance of the partial HD [20], [21] is defined
as:

H f ,r(A,B) = max[h f (A,B),hr(B,A)] (7)
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1 ≤ f ≤ sum points of A,1 ≤ r ≤ sum points of B.
There h f (A,B) = f th

a∈Aminb∈B∥a−b∥ denotes.
The f th ranked value of point in A to point B. Dubuis-

son and Jain proposed the MHD based on the average
distance value in comparing the synthetic images con-
taminated by four types of noise [22]. The directed
distance of the MHD is defined as:

hMHD(A,B) =
1
p

p

∑
i=1

min∥a−b∥(i) (8)

Reference [23] present the least trimmed square (LT-
S) HD based on LTS which is combined with PHD
and MHD, the LTS-HD is defined as:

hLT S(A,B) =
1
F

F

∑
i=1

min∥a−b∥(i) (9)

It ranks value of the distance between any point in
set A to set B by ascending order, and gets the sum of
the 1th to the fth, then computes the mean value.

Here, F represents f ×NA as in the PHD case, and f
as an optimal fraction whose range is from zero to one.
If f is equal to one, then this HD computing method
corresponds to the conventional MHD. This method
can eliminate the influence occurred by margin points
as well as doing well for zero-mean Gaussian noise.

We use the LTS-HD method to realize the matching
of plate characters and models, in order to obtain the
ideal matching results. The main steps of algorithm
shows as:

Step1:For i=1,2 · · · ,N; //N is the number of model
Step2: hLT S(X ,Ti) = 0; // Ti is the ith model

For j=1,2 · · · ,rows do
For i=1,2 · · · ,columns do
If P(x,y)=1 then
Search the value of point equal 1 at near-

est to 3×3 which centered
P(x,y) in model
If find then

Compute hLT S(X ,Ti)
If not find then
Set hLT S(X ,Ti) = hLT S(X ,Ti)+30

Step3: Compute hLT S(Ti,X) using steps be similar
to Step2

Step4: Result = min(HLT S(1),HLT S(2), · · · ,HLT S(N))

4.3 Match optimization
In this paper, two primary methods are used to opti-

mize the license plate match. Firstly, this algorithm is
running for the community monitor, mostly LP having
the same features in the same community, so, we can

set different weight value for each model and color
entropy. For example, aiming at a civil community of
Hubei province, we can set the weight value of model

equals to 1, and others are less than 1,meanwhile,
more than 75% civilian vehicles has blue and white
plate, this color entropy also can set the maximum val-
ue 1. Of course, each community has different initial
set according to its actual conditions. This optimiza-
tion step can improve the LP location accuracy form
several ROIs and reduce the model match times.

On the other hand, there are about 100 models in
reference database; in the worse case, each model will
compute the hausdorff distance with every character
in license plate, and then select the minimum as the
match result. This whole process is very time consum-
ing, so, it is necessary to improve the matching instan-
taneity. This paper uses Early Termination Method
(ETM) to stop the compute process in advance. The
detail of ETM is described below:

Step1:Define the translation transformation vector
T = (x,y),M,P represents the model and LP character
respectively, mM ×nN is the size of M, and mP ×nP is
the size of P, τ is the match threshold.

Here −mp +1 ≤−mM −1,−np +1 ≤−nM −1.
Step2:The distance between M and P on the basis of

T is defined as: F(x,y) = max{FM(x,y),FP(x,y)}
Where FM(x,y) = maxh,l:gM(h,l)=1Dm(h− x,h− y),

FP(x,y) = maxh,l:gP(h,l)=1D̂P(h+ x,h+ y).
Step3: Compute the matched points, if the number

of D̂P > τ is more than a certain preset value, we can
terminate match in advance and select another model.

5. Experiments and Results

We collect 500 vehicle images that have 500 ∗ 400
pixels size combing SAMSUNG SCC-C7439P cam-
era with image grabbing card CR1010E under differ-
ent background and illumination intensity, then, use
visual C++6.0 and matlab as algorithm working plat-
form, experimental results to be shown in table 1. In
our experiment results, the recognition success rate is
more than 90%, mostly LP can be recognized correct-
ly and quickly, but not all character images are iden-
tified accurately, because there are some characters
looking mostly like another one, such as ′1′, ′T ′,′7′

or ′0′, ′8′,′Q′ being misclassified. Therefore, some LP
recognition algorithm should be run one more time or
need manual interference.

6. Conclusions

The LPR system geared to community is realized
by applying the LTS-HD algorithm, the effectiveness
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Table 1 LP recognition results

LP Location number of times Success rate
Once/429 85.80%

More than once/56 11.20%
Not find /15 3.0%

is tested with many images under different illumina-
tion and noise. The results show this method has good
robustness and efficiency in community monitor. Fur-
ther research will focus on improving the accuracy
rate and the recognition speed.
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